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New Boats

Safety
When you’ll be welcoming guests
who’ve never been to sea before
on board your yacht, keeping
them safe and comfortable
while still enjoying an on-water
experience is paramount, and the
new Hanse 495 makes it easy.

first

Words Kevin Cudby Photos Gareth Cooke

T

he German-built Hanse 495 looks like a safe, relaxing cruiser, so when
Hanse New Zealand agent Tony Newmarch offered us a sail on the second
495 to reach New Zealand we couldn’t say no.
Wellington’s weather was freezing but there was plenty of warm air wafting

digital control
& monitoring

BEP Marine’s new CzonE™ system
combines all of your monitoring and
circuit control into one intelligent
package, an integrated solution that
looks after the technical side of boating while you enjoy the fun side.
CzonE™ is expandable, set it up
as a monitoring system or install the
complete package for the kind of user
friendly integration that you have
come to expect from your car.

your integrated
solution

up the 495’s companionway thanks to the (optional) diesel-burning heater.
The deck and topsides are well-insulated (and stiffened) by thick balsa cores

and the companionway is well protected from spray so the saloon is a warm, dry haven.

SAILING MADE EASY
A central theme of Hanse’s promotional literature is the comfort of guests. The sales
blurb implies that you can sail the boat without banishing guests from the cockpit,
which comfortably seats at least six people. With that in mind we needed to find out
how well the boat accommodated people that had never set foot on a sailing yacht
and couldn’t be expected to recognise hazards such as flogging sheets and heavily
loaded blocks.
It looks promising. The mainsheet is well forward of the companionway and cockpit.
All the controls, including the mainsheet and the self-tacking headsail sheet, run inside
covered channels all the way from the mast to a bank of rope clutches and a pair of electric
winches each side of the cockpit. The boat is rigged for conventional headsail sheets and
outboard sheets for downwind sailing. These too are well clear of the cockpit.
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Waterproof colour screen
Tank Monitoring (Fuel, water etc)
Battery monitoring
AC power monitoring

The wind was forecast to drop, so we headed out to Evans Bay to catch the last of

Alarm monitoring (High bilge
water, tank levels, power levels…)

the breeze. Manoeuvring around Chaffers Marina can be difficult in any kind of wind,

• Turn your entire electrical system

especially in a lightweight high-freeboard yacht with less horsepower than a big jetski, but
the joystick control and its retractable bow and stern thrusters easily handled the situation.
Our first test involved setting the sails. With the boat roughly head to wind, we

•
•
•
•
•
0812504

loaded the main halyard onto a winch and looped the boom furling line around

on and off with one push of a button

Wireless remote controllers
Integrated timers and dimmers
Circuit protection and switching
Automated control
Reduced electrical installation
times and cable costs
electrical group

Ph (09) 415 7261, 13 Tarndale Grove, Albany,
Auckland, New Zealand.
enquiries@bepmarine.com www.bepmarine.com
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“It was easy to make sure guests kept vulnerable body parts away
from winches and rope clutches.”
another (to provide some drag). One

of muscle to steer this boat upwind. The

person hoisted the halyard (by pressing

breeze was shifting about 20 degrees

a button), while another fed out the

from puff to puff, but very small wheel

furling line, then we shut off the engine

movements easily kept her in the groove.

and unfurled the headsail by pressing

Tacking a big yacht without swapping

a button to haul in the self-tacking

headsail sheets feels so decadent some

sheet. Nobody had to go forward of the

countries probably have laws against it.

steering wheels, so it was easy to make

On a beam reach I thought for a

sure guests kept vulnerable body parts

moment we had found the last decent

away from winches and rope clutches.

gust of the day, the boat accelerating

The boat comes standard with a

nicely as she powered up, me steering

conventional boom, lazy-jacks, and

with a light, nonchalant, one-handed

two reefs. The test boat had a New

grip. It was all over before the lee rail

Zealand-built furling boom, which Tony

went anywhere near the water. Still, she

Newmarch recommends because it

was surprisingly easy to hold on course.

allows deeper reefing.
Upwind, the Hanse 495 is nicely
The Hanse's cockpit forward of the wheels easily accommodates
guests without them getting in the way while the boat is sailing
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Gybing can be awkward, and Tony
Newmarch recommends luffing up and

balanced and responsive. Unfortunately

tacking in anything above about 25 knots.

there wasn’t enough wind to overpower

It’s not easy to dump the mainsheet, and

her, but even so I doubt it will take a lot

the mid-boom sheeting system can put

a lot of bending load on the boom during a

performance predictions, the optimum

heavy-weather gybe, but it was no problem

upwind heel angle exceeds 20 degrees

in light conditions. We just winched in the

in a moderate to fresh breeze, although

mainsheet, gybed, and then released the

we were struggling to find enough wind

mainsheet at leisure.

for a 15-degree heel angle. There are two

When the wind is abaft the beam, the

full-length overhead grab rails which make

jib needs those outboard sheets. She

it easy to move around inside, but on the

broad reaches comfortably without the

flattish water I didn’t need them.

main blanketing the jib, so you can do it

The open plan galley, nav station,

all day on auto-pilot without risking an

and saloon make for a friendly, habitable

accidental gybe. Hanse offer asymmetric

interior. I especially liked the large side

and symmetric kites, and although they

windows which brighten the Hanse’s

aren’t necessary, the asymmetric would

galley in a way that until recently was only

help maintain a good average speed in

practical on a powerboat. You can watch

winds up to about 15-18 knots.

telly or keep an eye on the coffee maker
while sitting at the nav station, which
features a fully-integrated Simrad system

I wanted to find out what it was like to

with every instrument you’re likely to need.

move around the interior while sailing

This boat has an owner’s cabin forward

upwind. According to Hanse’s computer

383 New North Rd, Kingsland
0812229

Comfort below

and two double cabins aft. The aft cabins
subscribe online at www.mags4gifts.co.nz/boating-nz
ATL NSS 27x2 08 12.indd 1
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A practical, modern and stylish interior should be easy to live with, whether crossing oceans or just nipping across the bay to anchor up for the night

and six knots, only the lightest sleepers

to the rest of the machinery, including

will complain about engine noise. The

the diesel filters, and the box can be

around, with plenty of options for bracing

opening hatch, and the coach roof side

boat will motor at eight knots, but this is

unscrewed when the time comes for

yourself while piling on layers of high-tech

windows can also be opened. All those

most definitely a displacement hull so fuel

serious maintenance. My only gripe is

thermal gear.

hatches allow excellent ventilation so this

consumption tends to increase sharply

that it looks a little tricky to clean under

boat should be comfortable in the tropics.

above about seven knots or so.

the engine, but if you never spill any oil

are brilliant for offshore cruising. There’s
just enough room to stand up and turn

The owner had no complaints about
the forward cabin’s habitability during the

violent pitching than a flared bow.
Every interior space has at least one

Sadly, we couldn’t spend all day sailing

The engine compartment’s forward

and deal with leaks immediately as they
appear, this shouldn’t be a problem.

delivery trip from Auckland. This cabin is

around the harbour. After dropping the

panel flips up to reveal the little Volvo

well aft of the bow, keeping it away from

sails (as easy as hoisting), we motored

four-banger with easy access to dipstick,

the most violent motion. The plumb stem

into Oriental Bay and anchored for a photo

header tank and saltwater strainers.

relaxing boat to sail, but as with any boat,

probably helps too, being less inclined to

session and machinery check. At 1500rpm

Several easily-removed panels give access

some of its features can lead to issues
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The Hanse 495 is a very enjoyable and

that won’t bother some people but could

there’s any risk of the keel touching the

matter a great deal to others. There are

bottom, there’s a real risk of damaging

a lot of systems to maintain, but you get

the rudder. There is an optional shorter

back what you put in and the complexity

keel and rudder, but with either option

makes for easy, safe, sailing.

it is vital to carefully assess minimum

space and probably boosts offshore
habitability, but it’s tricky to raise the

water depth before entering a bar
harbour or shallow channel.
The Hanse 495 carries a European

anchor without chipping the bow, and in

‘A-Ocean’ rating which means it can be

choppy water it could be very difficult.

expected to cope with winds exceeding

The test boat has a PVC/canvas cover

Force 8 (34-40 knots) and significant

that fits around the bow like a bib which

wave heights exceeding four metres, but

helps, but it might need an extra layer of

not ‘abnormal’ conditions. The test boat

something rigid such as plywood.

had no provision for dedicated storm

The mainsheet system is central to the

sails. This country is a long way from

concept of a safe, guest and child-friendly

anywhere, which means an international

deck layout, but it would be nice to be able

voyage from New Zealand always carries

to dump the mainsheet in a hurry.

the risk of unavoidable ‘abnormal’

That enormous rudder is fantastic

conditions so it would be worth

at sea, but it could be a liability when

consulting Hanse’s agent about rigging

entering a shallow bar harbour. It’s

for storm sails if international cruising is

pretty-much as deep as the keel, so if

on your agenda.

0812234

The plumb stem maximises interior
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Boating’s verdict
The Hanse 495 looks like a fast, comfortable passagemaker. It’s easily
capable of averaging six to seven knots in the trade winds, and it will
also motor economically and quietly at this speed.
It won’t get the adrenaline going, which is why it will suit people who
want safe, comfortable, easy, short-handed cruising, and it’s just the
thing for entertaining important clients and potential business partners.
It’s also an excellent family boat, and equally brilliant for taking the
grandchildren sailing.

z Very

safe for passengers and
children
z Very sociable and habitable
interior
z Window by the galley
z Easy, single-handed sailing
z Near-silent motoring
z Easy machinery checks
z Minimal sail wardrobe
z Good rub rail (optional, but
essential in the Sounds)

CONS
z Lots

of systems to maintain
anchor handling
z Slow mainsheet dumping
z Vulnerable rudder
z Difficult

Hanse 495

technical

➤ loa 15.4m
➤ beam 4.75m
➤ lwl 13.54m
➤ draft 2.38m (standard), 1.98m (option)
➤ displacement 14 tonnes
➤ working sail area 129m²
➤ engine 72hp Volvo D2-75 with
saildrive and three-blade folding propeller
➤ fuel 300 litres
➤ fresh water 650 litres
➤ black water 70 litres
➤ hull balsa sandwich above waterline,
solid laminate below waterline
➤ accommodation three forward cabin
options, two aft cabin options
➤ design Judel/Vrolijk & Co
➤ interior Watervision & Schnasse
Interior Design
➤ base price $728,000
➤ contact Tony Newmarch Marine
Brokers, 09 413 9465 or 0274 736 096,
www.boatsforsalenz.com
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